
WHO IS LARRY KLAYMAN?
He is an incompetent lawyer.

WorldNetDaily (represented by Klayman) v. White House Correspondents Association: Dismissed 
without a trial.
WorldNetDaily (represented by Klayman) v. Esquire Magazine: Dismissed because WND 
acknowledged an Esquire article was satire before claiming it was defamatory. 
Bradlee Dean (represented by Klayman) v. Rachel Maddow: Dismissed because Klayman tried to 
move the case to a different court system in order to deprive Maddow of a defense -- realizing too late 
he should’ve filed in that court in the first place -- then refused to reimburse Maddow’s lawyers for the 
defense work they did in the court Klayman filed the lawsuit in. He then slandered the judge as a 
“woman scorned.”
Larry Klayman (representing himself) vs. CityPages: Klayman sued the Minneapolis alternative weekly 
for accurately reporting that a judge found that he had inappropriately touched his children. Dismissed 
because Klayman refused to follow proper court procedure.

A judge found that Larry Klayman 
inappropriately touched his children.

The Court of Appeals of Ohio noted that a magistrate had found that “on more than one occasion 
[Klayman] act[ed] in a grossly inappropriate manner with the children. His conduct may not have 
been sexual in the sense that he intended to or did derive any sexual pleasure from it or that he intended 
his children would. That, however, does not mean that he did not engage in those acts or that his 
behavior was proper.” Klayman "repeatedly invok[ed] his Fifth Amendment rights, about whether he 
inappropriately touched the children," and that "Klayman would not even answer the simple 
question regarding what he thought inappropriate touching was." The court upheld a lower court's 
ruling that Klayman be ordered to pay $325,000 of his ex-wife's legal costs. (Source: http://
www.supremecourt.ohio.gov/rod/docs/pdf/8/2012/2012-ohio-3354.pdf)

Klayman later baselessly claimed the magistrate who made this finding was “biased and prejudiced” 
against him because she is a Jew and Klayman “considers himself a Jewish Christian.”

If you support this rally, 
or if you are speaking at this rally,

you support an incompetent lawyer 
who engages in inappropriate behavior 

with his children.
This is a public service announcement from ConWebWatch -- www.conwebwatch.com
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